How to Calculate Your Return on Security Investments: FP&A’s Role
Here is a concrete way for finance professionals to collaborate more effectively with IT and cybersecurity.

Agile Finance Principles: How to Prepare
Though agile methodology began in the IT department, it soon spread throughout the entire organization. Agile finance principles have major implications for FP&A.

Machine Learning for Finance: Making it Work
Chanda Chidarkoti and Devito Rochford of Alvarez & Marsal discuss how finance professionals can bridge their own AI and machine learning aspiration gap.

EARLY DEADLINE SAVINGS EXPIRING SOON
Are you ready to take the next step in your career? Now is the time to earn your FP&A credential, and save $100 on your application. So what are you waiting for?
Apply by November 16th to Save

AFP LEARNING SYSTEM
The Preferred Study Resource for FP&A Exams
This self-paced program focuses on the most relevant knowledge and skills to help you succeed as an FP&A professional and prepare for the FP&A exam.
Try a Free Demo

VIRTUAL SEMINAR
Intermediate Excel Analytics for Treasury and Finance
November 14 & November 15, 2018
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. ET
Credits: 6.0 CTP | 6.0 CPD | 6.0 FP&A
Learn More
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